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If you're familiar with Unix administration, TCP/IP networking, and other  common Unix servers, and you want to learn how to deploy Samba, this book is  ideal for you. With this book as a guide, you can quickly configure a basic  Samba server and then move on to learn about Samba's more exotic features,  including those new to Samba 3.0. The topics in this book are approached from  both an experienced Unix user and an administrator's point of view, to help you  optimize Samba. 

Samba is an efficient file and print server that enables you to get the most  out of your computer hardware. In Samba 3.0, many important features have been  added, particularly in the realm of domain administration and membership, such  as improved support for membership in Windows 200x domains and a wider array of  authentication options. Samba also boasts several advanced features with which  you can perform very complex tasks. For instance, Samba can control an NT  domain, burn CD-Rs with drag-and-drop operations from the client, and function  as part of a network backup system. 

The Samba dance after which the server is named is known for its liveliness,  and the server is similarly energetic and dynamic. So join in—you may make a  misstep or two, but this book will help you avoid making too many, and you'll  soon be doing the (TCP/IP) Samba along with the best!
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Easy Office 2003Que, 2003
Easy Microsoft Office 2003 takes the work out of learning this new software application by using short, easy-to-follow lessons that show you how to accomplish basic tasks quickly and efficiently! It is the perfect book for beginners who want to learn the Office 2003 applications through a visual, full-color approach. More than 100 hands-on...
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Neurobiology of Neural Networks (Computational Neuroscience)A Bradford Book, 1993

	This timely overview and synthesis of recent work in both artificial neural networks and neurobiology seeks to examine neurobiological data from a network perspective and to encourage neuroscientists to participate in constructing the next generation of neural networks. Individual chapters were commissioned from selected authors to bridge the...
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Clothes and Monasticism in Ancient Christian Egypt (Routledge Studies in Religion)Routledge, 2021

	
		This book is an exploration of the ideals and values of the ascetic and monastic life, as expressed through clothes. Clothes are often seen as an extension of us as humans, a determinant of who we are and how we experience and interact with the world. In this way, they can play a significant role in the embodied and...
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Parallel Programming with Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Parallel programming truly redefines the programming model for multicore architecture,
	which has become commonplace. For this reason, parallel programming has been elevated to
	a core technology in the Microsoft .NET Framework 4. In this version of the .NET Framework,
	the Task Parallel Library (TPL) and the System.Threading.Tasks...
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The Oxford Guide to English UsageOxford University Press, 1984
Have you ever had doubts about when to hyphenate two words? Confused over whether you should disassociate or dissociate yourself from something? Do you know when to spell doggie as doggy? Is it really a rule that a preposition should never fall at the end of a sentence? Now there is a single
convenient source you can turn to with all your...
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Numerical Mathematics and ComputingCengage Learning, 2007

	Authors Ward Cheney and David Kincaid show students of science and engineering the potential computers have for solving numerical problems and give them ample opportunities to hone their skills in programming and problem solving. The text also helps students learn about errors that inevitably accompany scientific computations and arms them...
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